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Is the MAX BR1 Mini suitable for me?

What is the MAX BR1 Mini?

The MAX BR1 Mini is a small form-factor device optimally suited for M2M/IoT or 
mobile applications. It can also serve as a convenient full-featured router for higher 
bandwidth applications. Some customers even use them in their homes. 

Is it suitable for mobile use?

Certainly! The MAX BR1 Mini is suitable for mobile use with its rugged steel 
enclosure. It can function in ambient temperatures ranging from -40o F to +149o F. 
MAX BR1 Mini is also certified in shock and vibration resistance, Railway 
applications, and Electromagnetic Compatibility. There is even a Class 1, Division 2 
mounting kit available (ACW-749) for hazardous applications which require this.

What certifications does the MAX BR1 Mini have?

The MAX BR1 Mini has certifications on:
● FCC, CE, IC, RoHS, and E-Mark.
● EN 61373: Shock and Vibration Resistance.
● EN 50155: Railway Applications - Electronic Equipment used on 

Rolling Stock. 
● EN 61000: Electromagnetic Compatibility. 

Is this router compatible with Verizon?

Indeed, you can use it with all carriers in the USA, including prepaid plans and 
MVNOs as well. 

Does it use an LTE (CAT-4) or LTE-A (CAT-6) modem?

We offer various SKUs to meet the needs of all users. Please check out the 
datasheet here. 
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What is included with the MAX BR1 Mini?

What’s in the box?

Along with the router, there are 2x LTE antennas (ACW-813), 1x GPS antenna 
(ACW-232), 1x 2.4GHz Wi-Fi antenna (ACW-304), 1x 12V2A power supply 
(ACW-601), and 1x 2pin Terminal Block Connector. 

Does the MAX BR1 Mini LTE or LTE-A include any warranty?

Yes. It comes with a 1-year warranty which is extendable on a year-by-year basis. 
You can purchase a warranty extension from your local Peplink Partner or directly 
from the Peplink eStore at the time of the sale or thereafter. 

If the router is defective, an RMA will be issued, and we will replace the device in its 
entirety. After all, Peplink stands behind our products. 

Does this product include Wi-Fi-as-WAN?

An optional license (MAX-BR1-MINI-LC-FS) is available to enable this. Please see 
What is a WAN activation license? Below to learn more.

Does the MAX BR1 Mini employ Peplink’s SpeedFusion technology 
or PepVPN?

No, the MAX BR1 Mini includes PepVPN, but it does not include SpeedFusion. 
However, one can purchase a license to use SpeedFusion Cloud – Peplink’s 
proprietary cloud solution. This functionality permits you to use much of this 
technology without buying additional equipment at an associated endpoint.

MAX BR1 Mini LTE 
(CAT-4)

MAX BR1 Mini 
LTE-A (CAT-6)

EssentialCare [1-Year | 2-Year] [1-Year | 2-Year] 

SmartCare [1-Year | 3-Year] [1-Year | 3-Year] 
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What is SpeedFusion Cloud?

SpeedFusion Cloud is Peplink’s global network of SpeedFusion endpoints. With an 
active CarePlan or SpeedFusion Cloud data plan, you can utilize SpeedFusion 
wherever you are, eliminating the need for any additional hardware. Unsure of what 
you need? Check out this helpful post.

How can I purchase more SpeedFusion Cloud data?

Top-up here!

I see the unit has 2 SIM slots. Can they be used simultaneously?

The MAX BR1 Mini is a single modem device with 2 SIM slots. Despite having 2 
SIM slots, the MAX BR1 Mini uses only 1 at a time of each modem. 

What size should the SIMs be?

The MAX BR1 Mini uses Mini-SIMs (2FF). If you have SIMs of a smaller size, 
adapters are available. 

How do I configure a large number of MAX BR1 Mini?

Our cloud-based endpoint management system InControl 2 allows for zero-touch 
configurations to end devices from a single screen, even remotely. InControl 2 has 
helped thousands of people to save configuration time, minimize truck rolls, stay on 
top of the status of your network, and proactively resolve any emerging problems 
with speed and precision. 
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What is PepVPN?

PepVPN is a capability built into the MAX BR1 Mini. It allows users to construct a 
VPN tunnel between Peplink devices. This tunnel may be encrypted, or more 
commonly, encrypted with AES 256-bit encryption. 

Here’s an example of how PepVPN is commonly used: suppose you have a MAX 
BR1 Mini at home and a Peplink Balance series router at work or perhaps at a 
second home. You can establish a “nailed up” connection between the 2 locations, 
thus allowing you access to the resources at 1 location from the other. You can 
construct either a Layer 2 or a Layer 3 tunnel, with the latter being more common. 

What voltage is required?

The router is furnished with an AC plug-in-wall power supply. However, you can supply the 
router with 12-28V via either the header (terminal block) or the coaxial jack on the front 
panel. (The jack is non-proprietary, and plugs are commonly available.) You can use the 2  
power inputs simultaneously for redundancy.

What is the maximum power consumption?

The maximum power consumption is 12W. 

What is the typical power consumption?

The typical power consumption is 8.5W. 

Is a means for remote access provided?

Certainly, you have the option of using either L2TP or OpenVPN.
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Licenses and Accessories

What if I need more than 2 PepVPNs?

By default, the MAX BR1 Mini can support 2  PepVPNs. However, you can expand 
this capability to 5 PepVPNs with a license key (PVN-LC-05), which you can 
purchase from our Certified Partners or directly from our eStore.

What is a WAN activation license?

A WAN activation license is an optional license (MAX-BR1-MINI-LC-FS) that 
enables Wi-Fi-as-WAN and the ethernet WAN port. The intent is to keep the 
acquisition cost down and permit you to add features if/when needed. 

Where can I get the MAX-BR1-MINI-LC-FS license?

The most accessible place to get the license is from the Peplink Partner from which 
you purchased the router, or you can go to https://estore.peplink.com/.

Can the router be powered via PoE?

Yes. A passive PoE injector (ACW-102) is available to enable this.

Can I manage MAX BR1 Mini remotely?

Yes, the MAX BR1 Mini comes with a 1-year subscription to InControl 2, which you 
can extend beyond 1 year for a nominal cost. In addition, you can subscribe to 
SmartCare, which also includes InControl 2 function. 
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Can it connect to an OpenVPN server run by a commercial VPN 
provider (ExpressVPN, ProtonVPN, etc.)?

Yes, an optional license (LIC-OPN-WAN) will enable the OpenVPN WAN 
functionality. 

I need a Class 1 Division 2 compatible router. Does the MAX BR1 
Mini fulfill this certification?

Combined with our Class 1 Division 2 mounting kit (ACW-749), the MAX BR1 Mini 
will be suitable for applications within a hazardous location. 

It seems like there are a lot of options here. This could become
very expensive! 

We intend to allow you to acquire the router at a very reasonable cost and add only 
those options – if any – found to be necessary to meet your requirements

Does Peplink offer support for this product? What if I have 
difficulties setting it up?

First, Peplink Partners are proud to always provide support to you, our users, so 
always reach out to the place of purchase first.

For those who prefer self-service, Peplink has a very active forum. Among the 
regular forum, users are Peplink Partners, Peplink employees and many very 
knowledgeable users. Generally, people with questions get answers quite quickly. 

In the unlikely event of a suspected hardware or firmware issue, you can directly 
enter a support ticket with Peplink. You will then receive attention from some of the 
best engineers! Peplink supports its owners like no other. 

I can’t access the Internet via the MAX BR1 Mini. So, what can I do 
to fix this?

Visit this link (troubleshooting session) for a basic troubleshooting guide. If you need 
further assistance, please reach out to us on our forum, and the team will get you 
online.
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